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1 INTRODUCTION

2 USE OF METAPHORS IN A WEB-BASED
INTERFACE

In some cases it is difficult to express nonliteral comparisons. This can however be done using metaphors (Gentner, Falkenhainer and Skorstad,
1987). Consciencely or sub-consciencely, metaphors
are used in many different sciences such as poetics, linguistics or any other cognitive science (Szabó, 1995,
section 2). Since the beginning of graphical user interfaces such as todays desktop applications, metaphors
also started playing an important role in human computer interaction. Their main task is to improve the
usability of interfaces.

The analysed e-commerce website is a German online
hardware shop ran by Mindfactory. It can be accessed
at www.mindfactory.de. Figure 1 on page 2 shows the
homepage of the e-commerce shop.

2.1 Metaphors Used for the Layout
The website’s structure is realised through HTML
frames. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the five different sections of the website:
(1) Top frame: General menu

Some metaphors used in user interfaces are however not intuitive and mislead the users, especially
when they are novices and not familiar with frequently
used metaphors of the information technology world.
Therefore, effective use of metaphors, ought not only
to prevent confusion, but is more than ever essential
for the commercial success of a graphical user interface. Metaphors should enhance the interface in a way,
which makes it easy for a novice to quickly become
acquainted with the latter, without the need of long
training or help (Marcus, 1998a, p. 129).

(2) Left frame: Product categories
(3) Middle frame: Content
(4) Right frame: Shopping basket and advertisements
(5) Bottom frame: Disclaimer and contact information

1

2
Since metaphors are widely used in web-based interfaces, this paper will discuss the use of the latter on
the basis of a specific e-commerce website. At the end
of the evaluation, it should be clear, which metaphors
enhance the use of the website and which one mislead
the user.
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Figure 2: Standard layout of website content
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Figure 1: Homepage Screenshot of www.mindfactory.de
The outer blue frames (1, 2, 4 and 5) give the impression of a real frame used to frame a painting or a
picture. Because the inner frame (3) has a white background, it can easily be distinguished from the outer
blue frames. The visitor’s eyes are therefore focused on
the inner frame, which contains the actual content.

ever in term of spatial memory, a 2 dimensional layout
can be remembered more easily according to Cockburn
and McKenzie (2002). The better a user remembers
the layout of the website, the faster she can use the
interface for her needs. Some pseudo 3D buttons are
however used in the top menu. The latter enhance
the interface by giving a more realistic impression of a
The content of the middle frame is further strucbutton that can be clicked.
tured using invisible HTML tables with blue borders.
This way it is easier for the user to quickly see the
At the right borders of each frame (2, 3 and 4)
different contents. Professional website developers use there are scroll bars to scroll the frame screen up
the terms portal and portlet to describe areas of a web- and down. (Szabó, 1995, section 3) explains that the
site (Patil, 2005). The portal is actually the entire user tries to understand a new environment by fitting
website consisting of the five frames. Portlets however it into something she is familiar with. In this case
are the sub-structures of the portal. The term ‘por- the user would already know the slide bars from the
tal’ is interesting at this point, because it is used as daily work with desktop applications. The desktop
a metaphor: It can be interpreted as a portal for the metaphor and the slide bars were originally introduced
user to access the offered products, or as a portal for by Apple (Szabó, 1995, section 3–4) and are very intuthe website holder to be open for new business oppor- itive for non-novice users.
tunities in the internet.
When the user selects a product, she gets an
It can be noticed that the website makes use of overview of the latter in the middle frame (see figure 3).
2 dimensional elements only. One might argue that Many metaphors are used in this overview. In this secthe future lies in 3 dimensional environment. How- tion of the paper, only the tab panels will be discussed.
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(empty box). The user should instinctly be able to use
the boxes, because she will recognise the boxes from
her desktop experience, for instance when using the
Explorer in Microsoft Windows. However, novice users
will have to guess the meaning of the signs, and that
they are offered the possibility to click on the boxes to
expand or collapse categories.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of product details screen
The tab panels in the middle of the product overview
enhance the menu offered to the user. The menu should
remind of index cards known from the real world. This
metaphor is already widely used in web-based interfaces and can be found on almost every website. The
tab panels tell which menu item is currently selected by
highlighting it (in the screenshot: ‘Infos’); the content
for the latter is then displayed below the menu. At
this point it can be argued that the second part of the
overview could have had another background color, in
order to distinguish it more easily from the upper part
of the product overview. The light blue background
color of the selected menu item could have been chosen for this purpose. This would have made it even
more obvious that the content belongs to the currently
selected menu item.

Kameras & Camcorder
Fun, Home & Technik
Navigation & PDA's
Software
Figure 5: Availability of products
expressed in colors
Verbrauch
(Text: ‘stocked; ordered; will Kabel
be ordered’)
& Zubehör
Netzwerk-Technik
Sat-Technik + DVB-T
A classical metaphor for an
e-commerce website
Akku/Ladegeräte
Spiele & By
Konsolen
is with no doubt the shopping basket.
clicking on a
Multimediamöbel

basket icon (see figure 6 on page 4), the user can place
Sicher einkaufen!
the selected product into the shopping basket. The
visitor should have the impression that he is shopping
with a basket where he can place the products he wants
to buy. The shopping basket is displayed at all time at
the top of the right frame. It displays the number of
2.2 The Shop Metaphor
article, the total price and a link to go to the checkout.
Figure 7 on page 4 shows how the shopping basket
As in a real shop, there are different categories of proddisplay looks like.
ucts one can buy. The categories of the online shop are
however displayed in a tree view as shown in figure 4.
It is also possible to have a detailed view of the
Plus ( ), minus ( ) and empty ( ) boxes signal the user shopping cart. At any time the user can remove items
that she can get more (plus box) or less (minus box) from the cart in this detailed view. This is done by
categories, or that she arrived at the end of a category clicking on a recycle bin icon. The recycle bin icon
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the basket icon (Text: ‘Add to
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Both are well implemented in the Mindfactory
shop:
Regarding the first principle, a standard web1
2
3
4
5
6
site design was chosen that is already well known to
Figure 10: Screenshot of product rating
the user (see figure 2 on page 1). Many metaphors
Produkt im Chat oder Forum posten
are used in form of small icons, this paper covered the
Internet Explorer:
Hier klicken,
Link inbin
dieicon
Zwischenablage
zu kopieren
to delete items; the
magnifying glass
3 ANALYSIS
OF THE METAPHORS
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to
search
for
a
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plus
(
),
minus ( ) and
GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS
Mozilla/Firefox/Opera:
Hier rechte Maustaste - "Link-Adresse kopieren"
empty ( ) boxes to collapse or expand the categories
Netscape:
Hier rechte Maustaste - "Verknüpfungsadresse kopieren"
menu; and the small blue men icons ( ) to rate a prodNo real misuse of metaphor is noticeable. Constanuct. Regarding the second principle citet by Knutslien,
tine (2000) has analysed some examples of misleading
the shopping basket is a good example: It gives feedmetaphor use. One of the problem Constantine is critback to the user on the already acquired products.
icising, is that ‘objects in the everyday world’ are usuOnline bestellen
- auch als Selbstabholer
- ansonsten
gelten im Lad
Additionally,
Knutslien has written
a detailed
ally ‘persistent’, but not when usedBitte
as a metaphor
in
* Unsere Preise enthalten die
gesetzliche
Mehrwertsteuer
und
alle
weiteren
Preisbe
the virtual world. Constantine (2000, p. 5) cite the study of attitudes toward metaphor among human
Versandkosten pro Artikel an. Die Höhe der Versandkosten richtet sich nach der Za
shopping basket as an example. Mindfactory, however, computer interaction researchers. Some of the most
bzw. einem möglichen Rabattanspruch und kann im Warenkorb vor Ausführung einer
relevant arguments for a good user interface, are, that
proves Constantine wrong: They display
the shopping beziehen
UVP-Angaben
sich auf eine "Unverbindliche Preisempfehlung
the interface should use metaphors the user is familiar
basket at all time in the right frame.
with and that a real-world analogy is the best metaphor
Hamilton (2000) is another author who intensively choice (Knutslien, 2001, p.491 et seq). Almost all
CPU | Mainboard
Grafikkarten | Festplatten | Drucker | Monitore | Digitalkameras
| Speicher
researched on the use of metaphors.
Hamilton
(2000, |metaphors
mentioned in this paper are metaphors the
p. 245–249) especially concentrated her work on the use user would have already seen on another website, or
of metaphors in human-computer interfaces. One of metaphors that could easily be understood by making
the points she noticed, is that users have certain expec- an analogy to the real-world.
tations of what a metaphor should stand for (HamilFinally, most of the used metaphors are so-called
ton, 2000; Marcus, 1994). An unfulfilled expectation
leads to what Hamilton (2000, p. 246) calls a mismatch, relational metaphors (Gentner, Falkenhainer and Skowhich in return leads to a user being ‘quite seriously rstad, 1987, p .177). They are founded on analogies
bothered’. The different metaphors analysed in sec- and 1-to-1 object mapping. For the user this kind of
tion 2 however meet the user’s expectations. This is at metaphor is the easiest to interpret.
least the case for an non-novice desktop user.
4 FUTURE OF METAPHOR USE

In general the use of metaphors in this ecommerce shop enhance the use of the shop. According to Marcus (1998a, p. 172 et seq) and Marx (1994,
p. 379), the strength of metaphors lies in their easy and
fast comprehension of complicated operations. They
should also enable the user to quickly remember information. All evaluated metaphors seem to ease the
understanding of the shop functionalities.

It is now interesting to discuss if the introduction of
new technologies could influence the use of metaphors
in the analysed e-commerce shop.

Currently, an e-commerce website will always be
accessible through the world wide web with a classical
web browser. It is however imaginable, that the site
could also be accessed with other technologies in the
Furthermore Knutslien (2001, section 2) explains
near future. Any portable device, such as a PDA, could
that there are two fundamental principles for a good
be used for this purpose. New devices, means new
website design:
interfaces and therefore new possibilities of metaphor
uses. An interesting part of new portable devices is the
1. making it easy for the user to find out what to do,
introduction of touch screen sensible to finger gestures.
and
New devices from Apple, such as the iPhone, already
2. give the user feedback on what is going on by mak- support the use of finger gestures to scroll through
ing things visible.
menus or enlarge images in a gallery application. These
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gestures could also be used in an advanced e-shop front- website’s design and e-business functionality is thereend, to drag-and-drop items in the shopping basket for fore greatly enhanced.
instance, or to turn a product around in a 360◦ animation.
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